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Version. In addition to the standard edition of Windows XP SP3 Black comes with

more... Microsoft Windows 10 Home Edition includes multi-device capability (unlike
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Home Edition, the ability to use multiple user accounts is disabled by default.
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name.
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Windows Xp Sp3 Pro Black Widow Lite Edition

Black Widow is an
interesting and

powerful antivirus. But
it´s only big and heavy
for a desktop antivirus

because it needs to
check all files, folders

and registry entries. To
get this, it uses a lot of
system resources. On
desktop computers

Windows is installed on
the C drive but

antivirus software
needs to run on a
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stand-alone partition
because their memory
is not enough to scan
all files and folders in
the root of the hard
disk. You can find a

partition for antivirus
software at the end of

the hard disk and if
you don´t insert it,
Windows will install

antivirus software on
the C drive. So, there
is a limit to the root
size of this antivirus

software. Black Widow
Lite Edition is not

capable of scanning
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the C: drive. So, users
need to remove this

partition to use
Windows XP SP3 x86
pro Black Widow Lite
Edition. The file to do

that is installed by
default on the antivirus
software: C:\Windows\
System32\sysprep\sys
prep.exe /oobe /quiet

/oobeE /norestart
Preparing Windows XP

SP3 x86 pro Black
Widow Lite Edition To
run this software, you

need to remove
Windows XP SP3 x86
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pro Black Widow Lite
Edition, the stand-

alone partition and the
antivirus software. We
will see them on the

next video. To be sure
it has been done,

install it again. After,
remove it. To remove
Windows XP SP3 x86
pro Black Widow Lite
Edition stand-alone

partition, you need to
open Run. Type "cmd"
and press Enter. Now,
you need to remove
the file registry key

that is associated with
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Windows XP SP3 x86
pro Black Widow Lite
Edition: HKEY_LOCAL_
MACHINE\SOFTWARE\
Microsoft\Windows\Cur

rentVersion\Run We
need to remove the
following key. Press
Enter to enter the

"Run" windows and the
Select: Next, the

button on the right has
the points on yellow.

Click on it. After, press
Enter to go into the
key "Start" that has
the points on yellow.

Press Enter, then
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Delete and press Enter
to confirm. To remove
the antivirus software
stand-alone partition,
you need to go into

Run again. Type "cmd"
and press Enter. Now,
you need to remove
the file registry key

that is associated with
it: HKEY c6a93da74d
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